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Abstract 
Value Stream Mapping is a common and widely used method of industrial engineering. It creates a 
comprehensive overview of the possibilities of improving the production flow of the company as a 
whole and eliminates the introduction of incremental measures that would reduce the flexibility of the 
system as a whole. This article presents a method for optimizing material and information flows in a 
production company in the context of the Industry 4.0. The aim of the article is to emphasize the 
potential of software tools in synergy with the classical tool of lean manufacturing – Value Stream 
Mapping (VSM). For this purpose, the case study is focused on digital VSM in environment of the 
simulation software TX Plant Simulation. The transformation of the classical digital approach allows 
dynamic evaluations based on real discrete simulation of events and a simple evaluation of optimized 
variants. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Value Stream Mapping is one of the basic tools of lean production concept focuses on the 
analysis of waste in the company. It allows visibility (using special type of flow chart with 
symbols known as "the language of Lean") and quantifies waste (examining the efficiency of 
processes known as “Value added index” ) in various processes. It is a combination of process 
and capacity model, inventory and flow management model. VSM is realized on the principle 
of physical flow mapping in real manufactory system, so called Gemba walk. 
      Rother and Shook deal with the Value Stream Mapping in their publication [1] with the 
practical implementation of this method and also define VSM as “a pencil and paper tool that 
helps you visualize and understand the flow of material and information as a product makes 
its way through its value stream.”  The authors proposed a procedure for drawing the current 
state map and also seven instructions to achieve optimal future status. When drawing maps of 
the current state, it is necessary to follow the following steps [1-6]: select a product family, 
collect the relevant data, incorporate the information flow, draw the timeline and interpret the 
current state map. In the terms of instructions, it is appropriate, according to the authors, to 
focus on: produce to takt time, use continuous flow and FIFO lanes, implemented Kanban 
supermarkets, production planning control through the pacemaker, levelling the product mix 
evenly, distribute the production volume evenly (in batch sizes), and production every part 
every day. Other authors dealing with VSM issues in various areas are presented in Table I. 
      Romero and Arce express in their study of applying VSM in production companies the 
opinion about the significant increase of interest on VSM in recent years. They highlight the 
need to adapt this technology to the needs and options according to the interests and needs of 
each particular case in industrial praxis [7]. Koch and Lödding present and specify in their 
work [8] more precisely the main differences in value streams mapping in conventional 
manufacture and make-to-order (MTO): 
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1. Differences in logistic objectives – for MTO is the most important logistics target e.g., 
schedule reliability which has direct impact on delivery on time, for conventional VSM it 
is important to deal with WIP (work-in-progress, measured in number of parts) and 
throughput time. That is problem in companies with variable production, because material 
flow is more complex and the order contents are varying strongly. 

2. Disagreement with the applied tasks of the manufacturing environment and manufacturing 
control – for MTO is not suitable guidelines which are accordance with the make-to-stock 
(MTS), e.g. in MTO tact time is highly fluctuating, FIFO is not acceptable because of 
chaotic sequencing, pacemaker is not efficient, because upstream processes should be 
decoupled by Kanban and it is impossible for MTO, levelling the product mix is problem. 
Fig. 1 presents a manufacturing control model which describes logistics approach to 
achieve the relevant objectives in manufacturing system. Model involves three control 
tasks like order release, capacity control and sequencing. One gap of conventional VSM is 
just capacity control, which ensures the schedule reliability, what it causes accumulate 
backlogs and inventory. The authors in [8] emphasize the need and effectiveness of a 
structured order release process, because it is a lever to control the work in progress and 
the throughput time in a MTO production. 

Table I:  Area of interest of VSM in research papers [2-10]. 

Area of interest Authors  Year  
Theoretical research Hines and Rich 2012 

Bhim Singh 2009 
Industry Rother and Shook 2003 

Womack and Jones 2002 
Stadnicka and Antosz 2013 

Mass production Belokar et al. 2012 
Palak and Sheth 2014 

Manufacturing processes Rahani and Al-Ashraf 2012 
Jeyaray et al. 2013 
Grewal 2008 
Singh and Sharma 2009 
Gunaki and Teli 2015 
Venkataraman and Ramnath 2014 
Lasa and Laburu 2008 
Gurumurthy and Kodali 2010 
Singh and Singh 2013 

Assembly processes Kadam et al. 2012 
Álvarez et al. 2009 
Seth and Gupta 2005 

Product development McManus and Millard 2002 
Hugh et al. 2002 

Business processes Teichgräber and de Bucourt 2012 
Upadhye and Garg 2013 

Administrative ones Chen and Cox 2012 
Simulations implementation together 

with value stream analysis 
Abdulmalek and Rajgopalb 2007 
Chukukere et al. 2014 

 
      Creating a value flow graphically involves much less information about the production 
process than would be required. Information relating to the manufacturing process: cycle 
time, tact time, sequence of operation, lead time, production capacity, workload, working 
time, number of shifts, inventory and inputs data: order of customer, supply schedules are 
precisely defined to provide the information which is needed to analyse the current state and 
create a future map of the value flow [8-15]. 
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Figure 1: Manufacturing control model by Koch and Lödding [8]. 

2. THE MODELLING METHODOLOGY OF VSM IN TX PLANT 
SIMULATION 

VSM simulation using the software handles all the necessary information while minimizing 
errors. It allows simulating different variants to the value flow control such push vs. pull 
system while increasing the value flow efficiency. The goal is not to eliminate such all waste, 
but to ensure the product to the customer as required, as quickly as possible and at the lowest 
cost. Conventional VSM process vs. digital VSM process is shown in Fig. 2 [8, 16-18]. 

 

Figure 2: Conventional VSM process vs. digital VSM process [8, 16-18]. 

2.1  Design of digital Value Stream Mapping 

Orientation on value should be the inherent part of the companies’  strategies on a way to 
cumulate more customer value. Value for customer is a way to achieve success in business 
[13]. Logistic system is like a network with the stochastic and probabilistic nature. It consists 
of a finite number of active elements, which are the parts of logistics flows. Before the design 
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of the simulation model, it is necessary to determine whether it is possible to design the model 
as a one system or a collection of several individual parts. Many types of simulation software 
allow designing the compendious hierarchic mutually synchronized network [19-23]. 
Simulation tools are more dynamic in terms of interactions between service levels and 
potential revenue generation [24]. 

2.2  Digital Value Stream Mapping using Tecnomatix Plant Simulation  

Simulation software Tecnomatix Plant Simulation [25] is a discrete event simulation tool, 
which helps creating digital models of logistics systems such as manufacturing to test system 
performance and optimize performance. Discrete event simulation is a powerful tool for 
modelling complex dynamic systems. These digital models make it possible to create 
experiments and scenarios without disturbing existing production systems or using the 
planning process prior to installing genuine production systems. Extensive analysis tools, 
such as the analysis of barriers, statistics and graphs allow evaluating different manufacturing 
scenarios. The VSM Library is an optional add-on for Tecnomatix Plant Simulation. 
      The VSM Library takes into account the dynamic relationships of complex production 
sequences to increase the value-added production, variability, quality, speed and efficiency 
for increased production while reducing inventory and commitment of capital and securing 
supply in a timely manner. Traditionally, the production view is done manually and 
graphically by plotting the flow of values using paper sheet symbols that display conditions 
such as material flow, information flow, inventory, added value, and value-added activities. 
      Based on customer requirements, inventory, and cycle times, the analysis of the current 
state of production is performed by team. Revision and improvement of the flow of values are 
then derived from the flow mapping of the current values of the production process [26-28]. 
Value flow mapping is a standardized method based on generally accepted symbols. Main 
reasons to perform Value Mapping in simulation: 

 reduce the cost of data collection by reducing the number of describing processes using 
predefined logic blocks, 

 decrease the effort by analysing through automated modules. 
      With computer simulation it is possible to explore the dynamic flow effects of values 
which remain hidden in the static mapping of the value chain on paper in a case of 
conventional VSM. Traditional static value flow analysis is expanded to include a critical 
time element of stock availability. Simulation shows the dynamic fluctuations in daily 
production due to batch size, setting procedure, product changes, or other faults. The main 
output of VSM is the image representation of the flow of values and a comprehensive view of 
the production of the selected representative. Mapping provides a credible view of narrow 
production sites, the reasons for possible losses and inefficient production or storage systems. 
The main map outputs [7, 13, 27, 28] include: 

 VA index (Value added index) – the added value of the manufacturing process or product 
to the total production runtime, expressed as a percentage, 

 process time – primarily dependent on cycle time, 
 work in progress – size, state, 
 information on the amount of inventory. 

3. CASE STUDY 

The main objective of the case study was to create a dynamic model of map of the value 
stream in the production of the reference product and to optimize the current state in the TX 
Plant Simulation environment. The partial goal was to point out the possibilities that 
optimization through computer simulation allows. 
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3.1  Selection of product family using the ABC method 

The reference product in case study is steel cord, the main component used to reinforce the 
automobile tire. It is made of high carbon steel with high quality, testing and control 
requirements. The steel cord consists of four basic components as shown in Fig. 3 a, the cord 
structure is shown in Fig. 3 b. 
 

     

Figure 3: a) Composition of steel cord, b) structure of the cord [29]. 

 
Figure 4: Length of fit and fit direction of fibre of cord [29]. 

 Length of fit and fit direction of fibre of cord 
      Rule: sequence or priority by labelling follows the sequence of production, i.e. starting 
with the innermost strand and gradually moving outwards (see Fig. 4). 
      Example: (3 + 9 + 15)  0.22 + 0.15 (5 / 10 / 16 / 3.5 SSZS) 

5 S: length of fit and fit direction of strand, 3  0.22 
10 S: length of fit and fit direction of strand, + 9  0.22 
16 Z: length of fit and fit direction of strand, + 15  0.22 
3.5 S: length of fit, fit direction of strand and fit direction of covering  

Table II: Products division into family groups. 

Product  
Production 

volume (tonnes)  

Production 
volume cumulative 

(tonnes) 

Cumulative % of 
total production 

Classification 

2+1 0,30 130 130 26 % A 

2+2 0,28 115 245 49 % A 

2 0,30 95 340 68 % A 

4 0,28 65 405 81 % A 

2+1 0,28 35 440 88 % B 

2 0,30 25 465 93 % B 

2+1 0,26  15 480 96 % B 

2+2 0,25 10 490 98 % C 

4 0,22 5 495 99 % C 

5 0,25 OPEN  5 500 100 % C 

Legend:  
1 – fibre or wire  
2 – strand  
3 – cord  
4 – spiral wrapping fibre  

a) 

b) 
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      The ABC analysis [30] will be done based the volume of production in tonnes per 
product. Table II lists the products with a monthly production volume. It is clear, from the 
results, that the most monitored products group include the products: 2+1 0,30, 2+2 0,28, 
2 0,30 and 4 0,28. These four products have the highest priority and therefore the value flow 
analysis will be focused on these key products. 

3.2  Dynamic model of current state map 

To compile a map of the current state, it is necessary to monitor the material flow directly in 
the production. It starts at an expedition where inventory levels have been evaluated and 
further information is collected between the warehouse stock and between the processes 
towards the material input from the supplier. To compile a current state map, it is necessary to 
work with data that is as up-to-date as possible. In Fig. 5 a schematic diagram of operations 
and in-process stores in production is shown. Scheme presents the exact sequence of product 
flow in processes as well as between in-process stores. 

  
Figure 5: Schematic diagram of production process. 

      In Table III are processed the input information of manufacturing process, equipment and 
production times of operations during the production of the GDI pump. 
      The current state map presents information about operations, cycle times, total device 
efficiency, and also describes the results of the continuous production time, value added 
index, number of process steps and number of finished pieces in WIP and in expedition store. 
When creating a VSM, it is necessary to focus not only on mapping the value flow but also on 
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the flow of information. At the top of the current map, production planning and management, 
material suppliers, and customer are shown. In the next section, individual operations and 
warehouses are shown. In Fig. 6 is a simulated current state model of VSM, where objects in 
this model copy the sequence of the machine fleet and the storage space. Information of 
utilization of all processes and the in-process store in simulation are in Fig. 7 and in Table IV. 

Table III: Input information of manufacturing process. 

Process 
Cycle time 

(DDD:HH:MM:SS.XXX) 
Set-up time 

(MM:SS.XXX) 
Availability 

(%) 
MTTR 

(MM:SS.XXX) 

Drumming 1:15:00 0:00.0000 100 0.0000 
Crowding out 4:40:00 – 4:55:00 10:00.0000 95 5:00.0000 
Checking the diameter 2:00 0:00.0000 100 0.0000 
Cabling 3:10:00 – 3:20:00 10:00.0000 95 5:00.0000 
Splicing 2:15:00 – 2:25:00 10:00.0000 95 5:00.0000 
Coil packing 6:00 0:00.0000 100 0.0000 
Check cords 11:00 0:00.0000 100 0.0000 
Pallet packaging 9:00 0:00.0000 100 0.0000 
Shipping 15:00 0:00.0000 100 0.0000 

 

 
Figure 6: Current state map with the highlighted path of production lead time for product A30-

2+1 0,30. 
 
      The added value index (VAi) is a reference factor that reflects the percentage share of 
times of process steps of value-adding in proportion to the lead time. The simulation results 
for all four products are processed in Table V. 
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Figure 7: Chart of utilization of all processes and the in-process store in simulation (left); current work 
in process – part of list (right). 

Table IV: Table of utilization of all processes and the in-process store in simulation. 
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Table V: Simulation results of the lead time and value added index for all products. 

Product  
The added value index 

VAi 
Lead time PDV 

(days) 
A30-2+1 0,30 5,47 % 7,2451 

B28-2+2 0,28 5,59 % 7,3910 

C30-2 0,30 4,82 % 7,4326 

D28-4 0,28 5,45 % 6,8951 

 
      The number of process steps (PPKs) is 8 for the production of mapped products. Of these, 
the number of process steps with the value added (PKVAi) is 6, and the number of process 
steps without added value (PKNVAi) is 2, i.e. 75 % of the added value steps. 

3.3  Evaluate current state of simulation data 

The output of modelling and simulation of a current state map is graphical model of the whole 
process with all the necessary data about the production itself. By processing a current state 
map, basic data and visualization of the bottlenecks of the Crowding_out_1 and 
Crowding_out_2 processes were found. Also the percentages of work and waiting time for 
individual processes and the production lead time for all products, the index of added value, 
the number of process steps and other essential data for the design and creation of various 
variants of the map of the future state. After analysing the current state, it was found that there 
are Crowding_out_1 and Crowding_out_2 processes where the problem arises and needs to be 
solved. These bottlenecks in production process are inefficient and wasteful, and it is 
necessary to focus on these bottlenecks. Recognition of problems and their subsequent 
solution will help to optimize the production flow and also increase customer value. When the 
required material is placed into In-process_store_1, it causes too long waiting for the 
production process. Too long waiting for processing is also in In-process_store_2 and In-
process_store_3. Exerted weekly planning will need to be broken down into daily planning, 
because it is inadequate. It is necessary to ensure the functioning of more efficient daytime 
planning also by introducing the Kanban system. 

3.4  Proposal variants of future state in Tecnomatix Plant Simulation 

Two variants were suggested. The first Variant A uses a single Kanban system in the 
production simulation. The second Variant B uses up to three Kanban systems in production 
simulation. When designing new workspaces, supermarkets and FIFOs were used instead of 
warehouses and to change the system from push to pull it was implemented Kanban card 
system. Implementation of Kanban system brings reduction in stored stocks and the 
elimination of downtime. The weakest elements of the production process were identified: 
Crowding_out_1 and Crowding_out_2. Kanban cards based on the pull principle ensured the 
smooth material flow. With deployment of Kanban cards, the production stations are more 
interconnected because the Kanban system operates on the principle of transmitting the 
Kanban signal from the last workstation and always sends a signal that the workstation can 
accept the semi-product. With Kanban cards the information flow and workplace 
communication is more efficient. The simulation was set to 30 days, after the simulation run, 
it is possible to compare the results of Variant A and Variant B and evaluate them (see Figs. 8 
and 9). 
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Figure 8: Future state map – variant A. 

 

Figure 9: Future state map – variant B. 

      Comparing the variants A and B the following parameters were observed: the highest 
average value of the production lead time, the highest average value added index, the lowest 
average stock of products. The production lead time for product A30-2+1 0.30 (see Figs. 8 
and 9) shows that visually after simulation the path from the supplier to the customer is the 
same in both variants. The product transition after the pull operation is changed, i.e. the 
product in variant A passes through the FIFO area directly without delay for the next diameter 
control process. In variant B product is temporarily stored in the supermarket and is selected 
from it until the arrival of the Kanban card. 
      There is also a difference in material input from supplier to production. Supermarket 1 in 
option A receives information from PPS production management, and in variant B, 
supermarket 1 is controlled by the Kanban card system. The productions lead time (see Figs. 
10 and 11) informs about product A30-2+1 0.30 for A and B variants. The difference 
between the variants for this product is 0.1945 days. The others products are shown in Table 
VI. It can be deduced that variant A is more advantageous for three products than variant B 
which is more advantageous for one product only. 
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Figure 10: Production lead times for product A30-2+1 0,30, variant A. 

 

Figure 11: Production lead times for product A30-2+1 0,30, variant B. 

Table VI: Results from all simulations of the production lead time for all products and current state. 

Product  
Production lead time for all products (days) 

Future state 
Variant A 

Future state 
Variant B 

Difference 
(best)  

Current 
state (CS) 

Difference 
(CS –Variant A) 

A30-2+1 0,30 3,1333 2,9388 0,1945 (B) 7,2451 4,1118 

B28-2+2 0,28 3,1680 3,5777 0,4097 (A) 7,3910 4,2230 

C30-2 0,30 3,0569 3,4458 0,3889 (A) 7,4326 4,3757 

D28-4 0,28 3,0916 3,2965 0,2049 (A) 6,8951 3,8035 

Table VII: Results from all simulations of the VAi for all products and current state. 

Product 
Value added index for all products 

Future state 
Variant A 

Future state 
Variant B 

Difference 
(best) 

Current 
state (CS) 

Difference 
(Variant A – CS) 

A30-2+1 0,30 12,66 % 13,49 % 0,83 % (B) 5,47 % 7,19 % 

B28-2+2 0,28 13,06 % 11,57 % 1,49 % (A) 5,59 % 7,47 % 

C30-2 0,30 11,72 % 10,40 % 1,32 % (A) 4,82 % 6,90 % 

D28-4 0,28 12,15 % 11,40 % 0,75 % (A) 5,45 % 6,70 % 

 
      The added value index for variants A and B, and the differences between the products are 
summarized in Table VII. Variant A is more advantageous in three products than Option B, 
which is more convenient for one product only. 
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      Utilization of supermarkets for variant A and variant B after 30 days: max. inventories are 
approx. 19 – 20 pieces for each product. Minimum inventories are not. Average inventory for 
variant A are at a level of 2 to 3 pieces for each product. The average inventory for variant B 
is at the level of 7 pieces for each product. Variant A has lower inventories and is therefore 
even more advantageous in terms of volume of space required for storage. This suggests that 
the more appropriate option for implementation in the enterprise is variant A. This is partly 
due to the proposal of simulation, when variant A has two supermarkets with initial stocks of 
20 pieces of products, and variant B has three supermarkets with initial stocks of 20 pieces of 
products. There are also a variety of Kanban systems used, one for variant A and three for 
variant B. The material and information flow became smoother using the Kanban system and 
shortened the waiting time in the warehouse. This has resulted in a streamlining of processes 
and resources between the supplier and the customer. If simulation continued for a longer 
period of time (more than a month), larger differences between variant A and variant B could 
be seen. 

4. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 

The transformation of the conventional VSM method into digital form through the selected 
TX Plant Simulation software tool has led to concrete results for the company. Production 
will be more flexible and capable of responding to new situations and solving them 
immediately. There will be no slowdown in the production process. This will help team to 
correct weekly planning that will become more accurate. Also, control feedback will be an 
essential element to help preventing deviations in production. By introducing Kanban cards 
the inventory work in progress and finished goods will be reduced, as currently lying as semi-
finished and finished products for a long time in stock. When comparing the present state with 
variant A of the future state, shown in Table VI and Table VII, it can be concluded that the 
production lead time decreased on average from 7,2409 days to 3,1124 days, which is the 
difference of 4,1285 days. Value added index increased by an average from 5.33 % to 
12.40 %, which is a 7.07 % difference. Inventories have been reduced from the current 27 
pieces of products per one type to 8 pieces of products per type. This means saving space for 
19 pieces of products per type. The new draft state of the future brings a significant reduction 
in average production time (on average by about 4 days) and increases the value added index 
by an average of about 7 %. Also, input inventories were reduced by 19 pieces of products per 
type. 
      The use of this methodology is particularly suitable for medium to high series production 
(high-volume low-mix), since variability and parallel material flows have a negative impact 
on the efficiency of its use. Currently, it is necessary to eliminate these limitations with regard 
to product customization, respectively to direction of production (Make-to-Order), thereby 
expanding the scope of its applicability. 
      In the context of Industry 4.0 and increasing the competitive environment, requirements 
for the analysing process and for designing the value flows also increase. An important 
element in the conventional VSM methodology is the area of capacity control that directly 
affects the performance of the production system. Processed case study points to the need for 
VSM digitization and simulation of value flows in the selected simulation program, which can 
help in the complex analysis and design of the future solution. The potential of digital VSM 
will be fully exploited only when the digital enterprise is fully implemented, i.e. after 
applications such as CPS/Cyber Physical System, IoT/Internet of Things etc., which enable 
creating networks and communication between the elements and units and collecting and 
processing data in real-time such as Big Data, Cloud Computing. 
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